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Mansione Cost Estimator/Cost Engineer As a Cost Engineer 

  

Rif. Cliclavoro 0000014011000000000269274  
Jaguar Land Rover 

Cost Estimator/Cost Engineer As a Cost Engineer 
Numero lavoratori 20 
Descrizione 
JLR - Cost Estimator/Cost Engineer As a Cost Engineer, you’ll focus on a specific vehicle 
commodity - from Exterior to Interior, through Power Train, Chassis, and Electrical.  
You’ll be responsible for:  
• Delivering ‘should cost’ estimates for a specific sub-set of parts.  
• Supporting the Purchase team in their negotiations with suppliers.  
• Working closely with Design Engineers as a business advisor.  
• Identifying and supporting the implementation of opportunities to reduce costs.  
• Influencing relevant programs and commodity directions.  
• Supporting cross-functional, cross-brand and supplier charge outs. Providing more than 

hands-on technical support, you’ll also be accountable for:  
• Leading or supervising teams.  
• Acting as a senior business analyst. 
• Actively leading technical negotiations with suppliers."  
Significant manufacturing experience OR Experience gained by a similar role Technical 
awareness is essential at both the production process and cost driver level as well as a 
range of relevant manufacturing process knowledge. 
Some experience of project management is necessary, as is experience in a major tier1 
automotive supplier.  
Strong process or manufacturing knowledge in a specific industry type of manufacturing 
technology. 
Cost estimating or commercial experience in OEM or Tier 1 Significant manufacturing 

experience, not strictly automotive although it is preferred Well experienced in the following 
commodity groups: 
Engine’s, Transmissions, Interior trim including Seats, Electrical and Body in White " 
Willingness to travel is essential Excellent communication skills are vital, together with a 
proven ability to think on your feet and make appropriate decisions. 
6 Sigma qualification (preferred) A highly proficient and versatile Cost Estimator with a 
wealth of skills, knowledge and background in manufacturing and processes Well versed 
and comfortable in all levels of organizations and cultures. 
Well experienced in the following commodity groups: Engine’s, Transmissions, Interior trim 
including Seats, Electrical and Body in White A well organized and  
analytical problem solver, adept at identifying areas of cost saving and process 

improvement with a proud record of employer and client satisfaction. 
Negotiation skills Able to build relationships with suppliers and cross functional groups Good 
communication and negotiation skills to explain cost structure to both internal personnel 
and external suppliers. 
Annual gross GBP 30.000 - 40.000£ 
Esperienza richiesta SI 
Breve descrizione esperienza: Significant manufacturing experience OR Experience gained 
by a similar role Technical awareness is essential at both the production process and cost 
driver level as well as a range of relevant manufacturing process knowledge. 
Titoli studio LAUREA - Vecchio o nuovo ordinamento 
Conoscenze linguistiche 
INGLESE B2 

Condizioni Lavorative Offerte 
Sede di lavoro GRAN BRETAGNA E IRLANDA DEL NORD 
Tipologia di contratto LAVORO A TEMPO INDETERMINATO 
Modalità Lavoro FULL TIME 
Please send your CV with photo in English, format Europass accepted to EURES Adviser- 
email: eures@afolmet.it 
Data scadenza 28/02/2015 
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